
Zonal Statistics on Human & Natural Ignition Points
      Using zonal statisticts we analyzed  how ignition points were correlated to slope, northness, eleva-
tion, and distance from trails and roads. We found that human ignitions were clustered around roads 
and trails. Average elevation for human ignition points was 6,200 ft. while average elevation for natu-
ral ignition points was 8,500 ft. Slope was similar for both natural and human caused ignitions, but 
human ignition points varied in range more than natural ignitions. Northness index showed that both 
natural and human ignition points were predominately on south facing slopes.

Discussion & Conclusion
 Using this forty year data set from Sequoia National Parks Service we have 
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system management. 
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Vegetation Analysis
Looking at the percentage of burned vegetation we analysed the total acreage by subclass. We found 

that the three dominate vegetation subclasses that burned by Natural & Human ignition were Ever-
green Forest, Evergreen Shrubland, Evergreen Woodland. With one exception in 1970’s human caused 

issue is a source of error in our analysis. Below we have the entire vegetation percentages for SEKI NP. 
Barren Land is the most dominate for the parks while evergreen vegetation class is the majority of actual 
vegetation. Burned Vegetation For Human 

groups side by side.
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Analysis & Results

fdhsfdhsp<0.001

p<0.856

p<0.0001 p<0.136

p<0.032

Data & Methods
-- Data

- SEKI recent vegetation map
- SEKI 30m DEM (aspect [converted to Northness], slope)
- SEKI all Roads

-- Methods
- With the above data sources we have:

  - Due to the amount of data we had, this cut 
    it into reasonable size datasets to work with.
 - Created four decade groupings for a temporal analysis.

   - 70-79, 80-89, 90-99, and 2000-2012.

   - Human Vs. Natural
 - Vegetation Analysis:
  - Percent vegetation acres burned per decade .
 - Derived from the DEM; Slope, Northness, & Elevation

https://irma.nps.gov
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